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Dear Prayer Warriors,

I had been asked by a local doctor to do surgery on a retired nurse today.  However,
the patient became afraid and did not go through with the surgery.  I was suspicious
that this may happen when I saw the dramatic change in her countenance when I went
through the "informed consent" discussion with her a few days ago.  The same thing
occasionally happens in the U.S.  Sometimes people hear the word surgery and it is as
if their minds shut down and they can't process anything beyond the word surgery or
whatever term you choose to use.  Although, I thought I gave a very gentle presentation
telling her there was only a 2 percent chance that she would have a complication
causing her to be worse than before surgery, but a 100 percent chance that she would
get worse if she didn't have it, she still was paralyzed by her fears.  This can be very
frustrating as a doctor to have to inform people of risks and benefits of a procedure
when you know some individuals can't  think beyond the risks - in this case clutching to
progressively worsening vision out of fear that she could be among the small
percentage that have complications.  Perhaps she will come around when her vision
gets worse, but as time passes her risks of complications or permanent vision loss due
to delayed surgery will increase while missing out on enjoying improved vision in the
meanwhile.  Mulling over this today I was reminded of Proverbs 3:5, "Trust in the Lord
with all your heart, and lean not on your own understanding"   My frequent observation
was reinforced that as a doctor you almost always know there is a problem when the
patients starts their explanation of their actions with "I thought."  For example, I have
often heard people explain they ate on the way to have their surgery because they
thought  not eating would cause them some problems yet this causes their surgery to
be cancelled due to risk of aspiration, or they only took their medication once a day
instead of twice a day because they thought  twice a day may be too much when in the
case of glaucoma missed dosing may cause swings in their eye pressure that can
cause more damage than if they never took the medication at all.  While I understand
some could interpret these comments as coming from an arrogant doctor that thinks he
is a god, they aren't, and I actually appreciate having an informed consent process. 
And I am quite open to patients questioning my recommendations.  I just wish they
would seek my council again before doing something different than prescribed since I
probably had good reason for a  treatment, and if I was unaware of or overlooked
something about the patient,  I can probably come up with a better alternative.  The
reality is that as a doctor I can't promise any outcomes so the informed consent
requirement affords me the opportunity to cling to a very important thing - my integrity.  I
can't make any promises about outcomes because I neither know all the variables I am
getting into or have control over all of them, and even if I did I am a fallible human who
will sometimes make mistakes (and any doctor who tells you otherwise is lying or blind
to reality).  Ultimately, I observe most patients deciding whether to take a doctor's
advice based on what they believe about the doctor or whether they like or dislike the



recommendation.  If the problems associated with not following a doctors orders or at
least confirming them with him or her can cause such obvious problems, how much
more dangerous is relying on our understanding instead of God's.  How thankful I am
that there is an omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent God in whom I can wholly trust.  
At first I thought, I'm glad God doesn't give me an informed consent discussion when he
calls me to action, but then again perhaps He does.  On the one hand He tells us to
take up our cross daily and follow Him (Rom. 12:1), yet on the other hand he promises
to reveal Himself more to those who love Him obediently (see John 14:21).  

As for news:

While saying doing too much surgery is in my mind equivalent to having too much fun, it
was actually refreshing today to not have any of my own patients.  I  reached a point in
the last two days where I see eyes in a surgical field when I close my own.   I  helped
another doctor with a surgery I am good at, and then did some of her cases and she
gave me some good pearls on how to do surgery the African way.  Tomorrow I will only
have two surgical cases and then pack up supplies from the hospital.

Praise God we finally cleared our package containing medical supplies through
customs that had been there since October.  

Loyd, Tyler, and Brian should be flying here as I write this, and I look forward to working
with them doing door to door evangelism.  However, I will  leave them for a few days to
travel west to Bundibugyo to help set up a pig project.  

The DeMoss family will be traveling home Friday night, and Morgan Lusk on Friday.  All
the adoptive families have completed or have their final appointments to obtain VISAs
with the US Embassy.

Thanks again for your prayers and encouraging words,

J.D.


